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Weather!–Weather!
•Day-night cycle of Earth’s rotation makes 
continuous observation difficultcontinuous observation difficult
•In situ measurements of space plasmas are 
impossible (“ground truth”)impossible ( ground truth )
•Accessibility to new vantage points
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•New vantage pointsg p
–Travel off the Sun-Earth line (STEREO)
–Dive deep into the Sun’s corona (Solar Probe Plus)

•Multi-point (“system”) observations 
–Constellations of spacecraft to separate space/time 
(THEMIS MMS RBSP)(THEMIS, MMS, RBSP)



Conclusion
•Heliophysics is the science behind space p y p
weather

•Heliophysics has interesting, exciting, and 
relevant mysteries to solvey

•Heliophysics scientists are inventive andHeliophysics scientists are inventive and 
have strategies for new space missions


